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An action RPG and survival game set in a fantasy world, where the goal is to survive by eliminating the other party members. THE THREE CLASSES IN THE GAME The official class tree for the game is as follows. Elden Lord Class 1. Dual Blade This class has the ability to fight by freely switching between the two
weapons, so you can protect your party members as you close in on your opponents. Its weapon is a combination of the sword and the hammer. 2. Elden Lord Style This is a class that takes special emphasis on speed. The gear worn by this class allows you to avoid and destroy enemies and be faster than your
opponents. 3. Archer This class specializes in throwing the bow and crossbow, while blocking attacks with a shield. The bow is known to be extremely powerful, so it is considered an important class. 4. Thief 5. Ranger This class is a trade-off class. By fighting enemies as a Ranger, you can shoot them. However,

by choosing to become a Thief, you can easily run away and escape. 6. Warrior 7. Scholar 8. Mage 9. Knight 10. Dark Knight 11. Dark Mage 12. Dark Knight 13. Dwarf 14. Elf 15. Troll 16. Ogre 17. Sea Monster 18. Demon 19. Dragon 20. Ice Monster 21. Unique Classes The following classes can be created.
—Specialists: Usually become blueprints for the normal classes. Light Bow Shooter Movement Speed boost when holding a weapon, and a faster attack. Locksmith A class that specializes in lockingpick and busting locks. Firebolt Class that uses a powerful offensive magic spell to easily stun monsters. Plague
Incubator Class that specializes in diseases that spread quickly. Charger Class that attacks in a reckless manner and encases your party in a deadly shockwave. Class Exploration Hard Mode Easy Mode CLASS STATS • STR: STR determines the attack power and hit points of a class • DEX: DEX determines the

defense power of a class • INT: INT determines the attack power and magic attack power of a class • AGI: AGI determines the power of equipment such as weapons and armor • LUCK: LUCK determines the chance of critical hits • VIT: VIT determines the defense

Elden Ring Features Key:
HD Graphics

Unique Online Play
Embedded Leaderboards and Achievements

Procedurally Generated Levels Invented for Online Play

Elden Ring will be released on PlayStation®4 in 2014. Developer：KingdomProgrammer：Kingdom Corporation 

A KingdomProducer and test@koeiTECHRING is a dedicated producer to the Koei Studio series. He is also a principal leader for Sword of Etios, offering deep ideas and the special artwork of "Sword of the Samurai". He previously worked for the NGamer series. The project in particular focused on not only designing a
new gameplay style, but by collating the Force feedback from play of existing titles and experiments for a new type of game system.
The team for this title is consisting of only self-made members. An enchanting art has been imagined under the compressive but familiar background image. In order to deliver a new AAA title with a variety of premium features, the development team of KINGDOM intend to attain innovation and concept through a
number of unique "play" ideas. 
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"Engaging RPG With Cross-Platform Connectivity." The world of the game is a vast, unpredictable land that has come into being alongside a parallel world of Elves. The barrier between them has started to break down. Cursed by the existence of the Elden Ring and struck by an unrelenting flow of nightmares,
the Elves have lost all their human dignity and have been forced to live in nothing more than illusionary worlds without bodies or a future. The Ghosts, who are the last of the Elves in the Lands Between, are struggling to stay alive. It is in this world that the Tarnished Son currently lives as a human. He is the
only survivor of the Elves whose bodies are restored by an ancient artifact. He is now working with the Ghosts and adventurers in the Lands Between, traveling between the human and Elf worlds in order to gather information about the Ghosts and retrieve the lost Artifact. The main character of the game, the
Tarnished Son, is driven by the desire to restore the world of the Elves and recover the missing Artifact. "Enjoy a Variety of Unforgettable Scenes" By establishing a connection between the Lands Between and the other worlds, a variety of situations emerge. With an emphasis on action and tense combat, enjoy
scenes where you must advance with cunning, or find yourself suddenly transported to unfamiliar places. Furthermore, owing to the different worlds, you can customize the graphic and sound effects to give the scenes an incomparable sense of reality. "A Vast World Whose Environments are Rich in Detail" The
world of the game is a vast, unpredictable land that has come into being alongside a parallel world of Elves. The barrier between them has started to break down. Cursed by the existence of the Elden Ring and struck by an unrelenting flow of nightmares, the Elves have lost all their human dignity and have been
forced to live in nothing more than illusionary worlds without bodies or a future. The Ghosts, who are the last of the Elves in the Lands Between, are struggling to stay alive. It is in this world that the Tarnished Son currently lives as a human. He is the only survivor of the Elves whose bodies are restored by an
ancient artifact. He is now working with the Ghosts and adventurers in the Lands Between, traveling between the human and Elf worlds in order to gather information about the Ghosts and retrieve the lost Artifact. The main character of the game,
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What's new:
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Data Collection and Use

[Article_Content_Table of Contents] - 

Data Collection and Use
- How data is collected for the purpose of this article: We use the OpenStreetMap database containing information on the Lands Between, such as location, area and road information, as well as the
official maps by the GMG and Deep Silver DKS. - With the Lands Between data we can find information on locations that can be used as a basis in creating an in-game model of the Lands Between. -
With the official maps we can provide location and terrain data of locations in the game world, allowing you to create a more thorough and realistic setting. - Your data can be incorporated into the
game and be useful for others through the in-game map tool (“Maps”).

[Article_Open_Build_Table of Contents] - 

Eskalade: The program used for generating the in-game models.
Eskalade 2.0.0 Published in theEskalad Forums by theEskalade Forums
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

OS: Windows XP (32-bit), Vista (32-bit), or Windows 7 (32-bit or 64-bit) CPU: 2.3 GHz Pentium 4 or equivalent processor RAM: 1 GB RAM Hard Disk: 256 MB available RAM Video: 32 MB of Video RAM Video Card: A DirectX 9-compatible video card that supports Pixel Shader 2.0 Input Devices: Keyboard and mouse
Networking: Broadband Internet connection DirectX: Version 9
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